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Family businesses are at the bedrock of almost all economies in the world. That is a very well 
known fact. Less well-known is that scientific proof coming from many research studies points 
out that family businesses perform better than non-family businesses. In some countries, the 
outperformance of family businesses reaches even a level of +158% solid over a period of 10 
years! 

 

These outstanding achievements are often attributed to the unique competitive advantages 
that these firms have gained over time. Particularly, the long-term orientation and patience 
that family involvement encourages helps them stand out above the rest. 

 

There is however a deeper perspective to all of this. Successful family businesses thank their 
competitive outperformance to what experts call the Familiness Factor, which is the result of 
family businesses having found a productive way to harmonize, unite and strengthen often-
seemingly conflicting business values with family values. 

 

A pure typical business system appreciates ideas like: “rationality”, “competence”, “contract”, 
“future”, and “money” where as a pure typical family system values “emotion”, “birthright”, 
“relationship”, “memories” and “love” (see Figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A strong Familiness Factor unites these competing and clashing values through smart 
ownership structures, effective management development, nurturing experience, treasuring 
tacit knowledge and anchoring an authentic organizational culture. 

 

For instance, in a Financial Times June 2, 2009 article entitled “Family businesses: the 
success stories and soap operas”, Grant Gordon, fifth-generation family member of the 
Scottish distiller William Grant & Sons, said that: “There is no substitute for a strong, 
cohesive, self-aware family culture”. Their iron-strong, self-discipline pays off in the long run. 
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Family businesses value their ability to plan for the long term as publicly-listed counterparts 
are punished by the markets for missing any quarterly target. 

 

The privately-owned German industrial group Bosch may have lower profit margins than Conti 
but that allows it to invest more in research and development. 

 

Bosch’s CEO Franz Fehrenbach explained: “Our absolute priority is not to have the highest 
profit margin. To finance our growth we need to have a certain pre-tax profit margin of 7-8 
percent. But we don’t need to go above that in order to improve a share price. Anything above 
that level we invest into securing our future development.” (quote from article "Driven 
dynasties: Family companies profit from taking the long view" in the Financial Times on July 
24, 2008). 

 

But, when it comes to marketing a family business, an interesting paradox emerges. On one 
hand, it is very obvious to advertise a company’s family heritage because it is at the root of its 
valuable and difficult-to-copy competitive advantage. 

 

However, primarily anecdotal evidence leaves us to believe that only very few companies 
actively promote this differentiating aspect of their uniqueness to the outside world of external 
stakeholders, e.g., customers, suppliers, future employees and investors. 
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Some companies do not reveal their Familiness Factor to the outside world. While in these 
times of uncertainty, many companies would like to do business with winners, outperformers 
and likely survivors of the crisis. Wouldn’t teaming up with family businesses be a safe bet? 

 

We can categorize all firms in a simple two by two matrix (see Figure 2 above). On the 
horizontal axis, we separate companies which are a family business from those that are not. 
On the vertical axis, firms which are perceived as a family business are split from those which 
are not. 

 

By bringing these two dimensions together, we have four categories. The True Positives and 
True Negatives are correctly perceived by the external audience. 

 

Yet, in the case of a False Positive, customers see a company as a family business but in 
reality that is not true. False Negatives are the family businesses which are not recognized by 
the public as a family business. So, it is only the True Positives which manage to market their 
family business brand effectively. 

 

Joachim Schwass is Professor of Family Business at IMD and Director of the Leading the 
Family Business program. 
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RELATED PROGRAMS   
 

 

 

 

 
LEADING THE FAMILY BUSINESS - http://www.imd.ch/lfb 
Assuring the continuity of family-owned enterprises  
Program Director Joachim Schwass 

- Understand family business challenges and how to manage critical issues  
- Probe critical issues facing family businesses:  growth, governance, succession 

and culture  
- Benchmark best practices and network to broaden your understanding of 

successful family businesses 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  

ORCHESTRATING WINNING PERFORMANCE - http://www.imd.ch/owp 
The 6-day global business program  
Program Director Bettina Buechel  

− A unique energizer: boost your performance, broaden your perspectives and 
expand your global network  

− Design the program that suits you 
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